„KÖNIG“ CONCRETE JACKETING SYSTEM
The measure of all things in constructing underwater pipelines for decades

IF AN IDEA IS STILL
THE MEASURE OF ALL THINGS
AFTER DECADES...

...then it definitely must have been a very good idea.
Such as the one that engineer Karl-Heinz König had and
patented under the name „König System“.
König‘s completely new concept for concrete jacketing
reinforced with plastic ropes revolutionised the construction of underwater pipelines and his system is still deployed today almost completely unchanged.
The benefits at a glance:
• The structure has a high-load bearing capacity even
whilst installing the underwater pipeline in its bed thus minimising damage
• No electrical insulation (Faraday cage), which has positive effects on the durability of the material
• The reinforcements do not corrode, thus the structure
has a very long service life
The reinforcements produced for underwater pipelines
under the König system not only have a ballast function,
but also protect the underwater pipes over their full service life from friction, bending, torsion and tension much
better than normal reinforced steel concrete jackets.
Read more about the exact specification and construction of the König system on the following pages. Even today, it still remains the measure of all things in constructing underwater pipelines.

1 The product pipes are laid in the prefabricated concrete
shells in the course of installing the pipes or after pressure testing. The concrete shell is lined with fleece to protect the pipe
insulation from damage. In addition, the concrete shells have
openings in the longitudinal axis to pull the ropes through.
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2 After the successful insulation test, the complete underwater pipeline is wrapped in a fleece 4 mm thick. The support
rings to tension the formwork can then be installed. Due to the
arrangement of rope lead-throughs, the support rings serve as
spacers for the longitudinal rope reinforcement at the same
time.
3 Once the work in steps 1 and 2 have been performed, the
longitudinal rope reinforcements are installed and pre-tensioned by means of a simple tension rod or torque key. The zigzag lateral reinforcements are then installed on the longitudinal
rope reinforcements.
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4 In order to enable a bend in the underwater pipe during the
pulling process, butt joint rubbers are adhered to the support
rings. (The joint spacing depends on the bending radius).
5 The pipes made ready for concreting in this way are encased and concreted in section by section with a rolling formwork. A fine concrete was developed for the purpose, the
composition of which meets the technical requirements with
regard to bending tensile strength and compressive strength,
E-modulus and specific weights of the fine grained nature of
the concrete jacketing to be produced.

Composition of conrete
Cement / m3
450 kg		
					
Aggregate
Concrete up to 5 cm thick Grading curve range
Concrete 6 to 15 cm thick Grading curve range
Concrete from 16 cm thick Grading curve range
Water cement value

approx. 0,5

Base concrete - slump

42-44 cm

Flow agent, e.g. Messrs.
Silke or equivalent with
delayed action
Fluid concrete - slump

CEM I
42,5 R
4/8
3/8
3/16

Mixing time at least
5 minutes		
in fast roll-out
at least 60 cm

Grading curves to
DIN-1045-2 with
largest grain 8 mm

Grading curves to
DIN-1045-2 with
largest grain 16 mm
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PRODUCING CONCRETE JACKETING
TO THE „KÖNIG SYSTEM“
The main feature of the concrete jacketing under the
patented „König System“ is the use of pre-tensioned,
high tensile polypropylene ropes to reinforce the concrete. The benefit of this type of reinforcement, compared to conventional reinforcement with normal
construction steel mats or steel rods, is the fulfilment
of high technical requirements on the concrete and the
neutral electrical behaviour of the ropes with regard to
cathodic protection.
If it is necessary to cross water when laying supply or
transport lines, the pipeline must be prevented from rising in the area of the soil influenced by water. In other

words, additional weight to counter the forces of uplift
must be installed in the form of concrete jacketing. At
the same time, the concrete jacketing secures the existing protective insulation.
Despite claims often made to the contrary that the concrete solely has a ballast function, it can be demonstrated that the concrete is subject to heavy mechanical loads. The most common method is to install the
concrete on site, whereby iron reinforcements need to
be embedded in the jacketing. The drawback with this
method is that the soft insulation of the steel pipe can
be damaged during the installation of the steel rein-

Pipeline under the Rhine at Dormagen

Cross-section of the underwater pipeline at Dormagen

forcements, thus threatening or even removing the protective insulation. The same applies to the installation
of the required spacers, which press into the insulation
at points where there steel mats are tensioned and can
even penetrate the insulation. Damage to the insulating
layer is also likely if the bending tensile force is exceeded directly in the area underwater.

joints or reductions in cross-section. The E-modulus of
the concrete structure (combined with a corresponding
bending tensile strength) is also of prime significance.

The cracks, fractures and other deformations known
from practice can cause damage with serious consequences, which sometimes only becomes apparent after several years. The reinforcing steel is furthermore
seriously exposed to corrosion by cracks which cannot be avoided during the installation process, and the
concrete structure destroyed in this way loses its enclosed ballast effect.
If one assumes that the concrete is subject to high mechanical loads caused by tension, bending, torsion and
friction, then reinforcement is essential to retain the enclosed concrete bodies by deploying sensibly arranged

For the reasons stated above, it is apparent that the
concrete jacket is subject to extraordinary demands
and the concrete must have appropriate technical
characteristics. These can only be achieved with sensibly arranged reinforcements. The use of steel reinforcements should firstly be avoided for the reasons
already described, and secondly, steel reinforcements
in cage-like arrangement cause the slow reduction
or removal of the existing cathodic protection, even
without mechanical damage to the existing insulation. The cathodic protection current conducted from
outside can no longer reach defective points in the
insulation (which appear in the course of time) without
hindrance. Compensation of the corrosion current is
impaired. The corrosion protection fails or is seriously
impaired. The steel reinforcement assumes the function of a Faraday cage.

Installation of cable protection conduits in
large cross-sections

Cable protection conduits in small cross-sections
in the „hump“

Due to the hazards to the cathodic protection described above, a concrete jacketing process was developed
which takes account of the latest knowledge.

line with clips, so that there was a danger that the cable
protection conduits could be damaged if the underwater pipeline was re-laid or the excavation channel backfilled.

The aim was to
• replace steel reinforcements with pre-tensioned, high
tensile and pre-stretched plastic ropes,
• produce a concrete to fulfil the requirements with regard to tension, bending, torsion and specific weights,
• to prevent the spacers penetrating points in the insulation by using so-called support rings.
Using the experience available to us extending over
more than 60 km of concrete jacketing on product lines,
the following production method was developed and adapted to the requirements of the construction site.
Integrated cable protection conduits in
concrete jackets
It is seldom that an underwater pipeline is installed without cable protection conduits. In the past, these cable
protection conduits made of steel or HDPE were normally installed on the exterior of the underwater pipe-

These cable protection conduits have been installed in
our concrete jacketing system for around 15 years. In
case of smaller pipe cross-sections, it is common to fasten the cable protection conduits to the crown of the
pipe and to enclose them in the concrete jacket. In this
case, the concrete jacket is no longer circular, but a
hump is formed.
In case of larger pipe cross-sections with a concrete jacket at least 100 mm thick, the centre points of the circle
of the concrete jacket and of the underwater pipe are pushed together in such a way that the concrete jacket in
the lower part of the pipe is at least 50 mm. The concrete
jacket in the pipe crown is thus at least 150 mm, so that
a cable protection conduit DN 100 can be installed here
without problem. In this case, the underwater pipeline
retains its circular form. Better mechanical protection for
the cable protection conduits can hardly be achieved.
The two diagrams above show the cross-sections of the
underwater pipelines described.

DESIGN OF THE REINFORCEMENT,
BUTT JOINTS AND PROTECTIVE MATS /
EXAMPLE: CONCRETE JACKET FOR AN UNDERWATER PIPELINE DN 100

Concrete jacket reinforcement
made of polypropylene ropes
22 ropes with a diameter of 12 mm were installed in the
130 mm concrete jacketing provided as longitudinal reinforcements, along with some 15 rope cross sections
per meter of underwater pipeline with a diameter of 4
mm as zigzag reinforcements.
In order to securely fix these ropes in the ring formwork,
prefabricated concrete parts are located every 1.5 m
lengthways and serve to take up the pre-tensioned longitudinal reinforcements.
Function of this polypropylene reinforcement
Apart from the fact that this type of concrete reinforcement has no influence on the electro-chemical corrosion protection measuring equipment (KKS), the reinforcement ensures that the cohesion of the concrete
ring elements is retained if cracks form. The materials
used for the ring joints and butt joints (intermediate ring
joint layer made of Densolen fleece, butt joint made of
sponge rubber) allows the pipe carrying the medium to
move freely in the relatively rigid concrete ring element

conditioned by the elastic bending radius (R = 1200 m).
However, cracks can form due to the change of length
between the pipe exterior and pipe interior edge fibres
in the ring concrete. Pre-tensioning the 22 longitudinal
ropes in the concrete cross-section each to around 1
KN ensures that the spreading of cracks is kept to a minimum. The fracture cohesion force is therefore 22 KN.
The zigzag reinforcements prevent parts of the jacketing from breaking out if any longitudinal cracks form.
The fracture cohesion force is therefore: 15 x 1.65 KN
rupture load per lateral rope = 24.8 KN. Influence of the
bend in the underwater pipeline (R = 1200 m) on the joint
spacing between the medium pipe and the concrete jacketing elements and between their faces.
The cross-section of the underwater pipeline produces the following dimensions:
DN 1000
Medium pipe
		
1016 x 16 mm steel (40“)
Insulation
3,0 mm PE
Intermediate layer
4.0 mm mechanical
		
insulation mat (fleece)
Outer jacketing
130.0 mm concrete jacket

Figure 1: Ring gap change between the PE insulation and the concrete jacket
X = 1200 m - √ 1200² - ( 3 / 2 )² m = 0,001 m
X / 2 = 0,00005 m = 0,5 mm gap narrowing
The protective mats are pressed together at the ends (inner arch) and in
the middle (outer arch) each by 0.5 mm.

Figure 2: Gap change at the concrete element butt joints
Outer diameter of the concrete jacket:
Circumference of the outer arch:
Circumference of the inner arch:
Circumference of the pipe bend axis:
Number of concrete elements
on the complete circumference:

da = 1290 mm
1200,721 m x 2 x P
1199,279 m x 2 x P
1200,000 m x 2 x P
1200 m x 2 π / 3m

Gap widening at the outer circumference:
1200 721 x 2 π - 1200 x 2 π
1200 x 2 π / 3
= 0,002 m = 2 mm
Gap narrowing at the inner circumference:
1200 x 2 π - 1199,279 x 2 π
1200 x 2 π / 3
= 0,002 m = 2 mm
The butt joint sponge rubber is pressed together at the inner arch from 8 mm to 6 mm.
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